YAMAHA MM6/MM8 SYNTHESIZERS

Drawing on the same sounds of the MOTIF Series keyboards, these synths have a wide variety of dynamic, realistic voices to aid in your production needs. They have 418 voices and 22 drum kits on board and sounds ranging from natural acoustic instruments to unique and in-your face synth tones. An extra set of GM Voices (128 Normal, 1 Drum Kit) is built in as well. Finding sounds is easy via the new category search function. They have an extensive number of patterns built-in, along with a 213 arpeggiator types to alter the flow. Other features include 32-note polyphony, 70MB onboard wav block, multi-effects system, onboard 8 + 8 (pattern track) sequencer, USB (to host, to device) port, Cubase LE software is included for the MM6, and Cubase AH software is included with the MM8.

**ITEM DESCRIPTION** | **PRICE**
--- | ---
MM6 | 61-key synthesizer ............... 599.99
MM8 | 88-key synthesizer w/graded hammer standard keyboard .......... 999.99

YAMAHA MO6/MOB SYNTHESIZERS

Synthesizer/workstation combos with the same ROM, synth engine, filters, and memory capacity of the MOTIF ES series, but scaled back for those not requiring a sampler. They feature 64-note polyphony, 16-part multi-timbral capacity, 175MB wav ROM engines, 236,000 note/song/pattern sequences, over 1700 instrument phrases, and complete DAW integration connectivity. The remote control function on the console provides control transport of basic functions in programs like Cubase SX, Nuendo, Sonar, Logic, and DP. Connectors include USB (device and host), MIDI in/out, 1/4” mono/ stereo and headphone outputs, foot switch/foot controller, and digital S/PDIF out.

**ITEM DESCRIPTION** | **PRICE**
--- | ---
MO6 | 61-note synth action keys, workstation ........................................ 919.53
MO8 | 88-note hammer action keys, workstation ........................................ 1422.49

YAMAHA MOTIF-RACK XS RACK SYNTHESIZER A 1RU synthesizer that shares the same tone generation architecture as the MOTIF XS series keyboards. It has 128-voice polyphony and 355MB of waveform data, for a total of 2,670 separate waveforms providing a broad selection of base tones to create your own voices. Store up to 384 user-created presets. The extensive effects section (33 types in all) provides a delay effect, 3 reverb effects, a master effect block, as well as an independent EQ & master EQ. An audition button allows you to preview the tone of the preset. The front panel knobs allow real-time control over parameters such as resonance, cutoff, or volume. MIDI connectivity is provided via a single USB cable. An optional ML-16M/G interface allows you to connect to your computer via FireWire and communicate 16-out, 16-in in audio in addition to MIDI data. Includes Cubase AH software.

**ITEM DESCRIPTION** | **PRICE**
--- | ---
MOTIF-WS-RACK | 1RU synthesizer module ......... 1299.99

YAMAHA MOTIF XF SERIES All models feature comprehensive high sound quality, including 741MB of waveforms. 128 voices and 8 drum kits are available for a total of 1,353 high-quality voices. Achieve unique instrument performance methods through the XA (Expanded Articulation) tone generation system. VCM effects allow reproduction of unique, natural, warm sounds of vintage instruments.

**ITEM DESCRIPTION** | **PRICE**
--- | ---
MOTIF-WS | 61-Key workstation w/FSX keyboard ........................................ 2399.99
MOTIF-XF7 | 76-Key workstation w/FSX keyboard ........................................ 3099.99
MOTIF-XF8 | 88-Key workstation w/Balanced Hammer Effect keyboard .......... 3499.99
FSX16 | Firewire expansion board ............ 236.24
FL12M | 512MB flash memory module .................................................. 149.99
FL1024M | 1GB flash memory module .......... 299.99

HAMMOND ORGAN XK1 PROFESSIONAL KEYBOARD

This lightweight (33 lbs.) 61-key professional keyboard is powered by the advanced VASE III Digital tone wheel generator and utilizes many of the outstanding sounds and features found in the famous XK-3 keyboard. It features 8 Extra Voice sounds such as electric piano, 61 water fall type keys with velocity, internal Leslie, vibrato, chorus and reverb effects, adjustable percusson and real Hammond harmonic drawbars.

**ITEM DESCRIPTION** | **PRICE**
--- | ---
XK1 | 61-key professional keyboard .......... 1495.00

HAMMOND XK3C VINTAGE B3 SOUND KEYBOARD

This expandable instrument does what has never been done before – offering you the classic “tone wheel” sound by utilizing 96 digital tone wheels. The new VASE III sound generator now makes it possible to reproduce all of the characteristics of the vintage Hammond B-3, and it features 2 vacuum tubes in the audio path that will change continuously from “preamp mode” to “drive overdrive” mode via control knob. It also includes 12 reverse-color key presets, 3 sets of drawbars, a digital Leslie and scanner vibrato, and 10 modes of reverb. It also has an upper and lower split vibrato, and front panel real-time MIDI controllers for integrating with software environments.

**ITEM DESCRIPTION** | **PRICE**
--- | ---
XK3C | 73-key electronic keyboard, walnut finish .......... 2495.00

KORG MICROPiano These compact, stylish keyboards feature 61 keys and 61 sounds. There are built-in stereo speakers hidden under a grand piano-style lid. Uses the same stereo samples as Korg’s flagship digital pianos, generating full-bodied tones with depth and character. microPiano is available in red, black, or white. A DC5V power supply is included or it can run on (6) AA batteries (sold separately). There is a mini-jack headphone/line output and damper pedal jack.

**ITEM DESCRIPTION** | **PRICE**
--- | ---
MICROPiano-BK | 61-key digital piano, black ........ 399.99
MICROPiano-RD | 61-key digital piano, red .......... 399.99
MICROPiano-WH | 61-key digital piano, white ........ 399.99

KORG KORG PA3X PROFESSIONAL ARRANGER WORKSTATION

The flagship interactive arranger workstation in Korg’s Pa Series. Features the RX (real experience) sound engine offering improved realism and vibrant sound and the pianos are from the acclaimed SV-1 Stage Vintage Pianos. It offers up to 256 MB of user PCM data, 3 assignable switches, and a 4-way joystick. It has a TouchView™ TFT display (76-key model features a motorized tilting display), TC-Helicon Vocal Processor (VoiceLive2 derived) with dedicated professional effects, Professional Final Mastering tools from Waves MaxxAudio™ suite, and Audio Chord Detection function that automatically extracts chords to send to the Vocal Processor from MP3 files. Up to 8 stereo effects can be used at once, including flexible Master and Insert routing for styles and songs. The optional PaXs amplification/speaker bar provides high quality sound with no support, cables, or additional power supply needed.

**ITEM DESCRIPTION** | **PRICE**
--- | ---
PA3X SL | 61-key arranger/workstation ........ CALL
PA3X ST | 76-key arranger/workstation ........ CALL
PA-XS | Optional amplifier/speaker .......... 499.00
DIGITAL PIANOS & ARRANGER WORKSTATIONS

KORG

KORG SP250 88 KEY PORTABLE DIGITAL PIANO
The SP250 features 88 note real weighted hammer action keys with touch control options (Light, Normal, Heavy), 60 note polyphony, 30 sounds, reverb, chorus, metronome, transpose, half-pedaling support, and includes 2x11W speakers. Sounds are 5 pianos, 7 electric pianos, harpsichord, 2 clav, vibraphone, marimba, acoustic guitar, 3 jazz organs, 3 church organs, 3 strings and 3 choirs. Includes stand, music stand, damper pedal and AC adapter.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
--- ------- -------
SP250-88k 88-key portable digital piano 699.00

KORG SP170 DIGITAL PIANO
This stylish piano has a natural weighted hammer action keyboard and satisfying sound. A total of 10 sounds are provided, including electric pianos, harpsichord, organs, strings, and more. The Key Touch Control offers 3 levels of sensitivity to match the key response to any playing styles. Two headphone jacks allow for duets and a damper pedal and music rest are included.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
--- ------- -------
SP170WH 88-note natural weighted hammer action digital piano, white 499.99
SP170BK 88-note natural weighted hammer action digital piano, black 499.99

M-AUDIO

M-AUDIO PROKEYS 88
The Prokeys 88 is an 88-key stage piano that is great for aspiring musicians. It has hammer weighted keys, a 64MB soundbank, and 14 instrument sections. Features include dual-headphone jacks on the front, built-in USB MIDI interface, 126 max polyphony, and stereo 1/4" TRS outputs. Other features are a 2-stage EQ, 3 reverb spaces plus chorus and tremolo, and a SP2 sustain pedal is included.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
--- ------- -------
PRO-KEYS88 Digital piano, 88 hammer-weighted keys 599.00

M-AUDIO PROKEYS SONO 61 / 88 DIGITAL PIANOS WITH USB INTERFACE
These feature semi-weighted, velocity-sensitive keys, 40-note polyphony, 128 onboard general MIDI sounds, instant access to 5 built-in sounds (3 piano tones, clav, organ), and a stereo-sampled Steinway grand piano. They also have a built-in 2-in/2-out, 16bit/44.1kHz USB audio interface with XLR mic, 1/4" instrument, and RCA inputs, and 1/4" jacks for stereo line outputs. Dual front-mounted headphone jacks are nice when in lab or teaching scenarios. Other features include MIDI out, connection and power via the USB bus, pitch bend wheel, mod wheel, piano reset button to restore all settings to default piano sound, and a sustain pedal jack. Includes Ableton Live Lite sequencing software.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
--- ------- -------
PRO-KEYS-SONO61 61-key digital piano w/ USB audio interface 359.00
PRO-KEYS-SONO88 88-key digital piano w/ USB audio interface 449.00

NORD

NORD STAGE 2 PIANO/ORGAN/SYNTH
These models feature Nord’s latest sound generation technology, 500MB of internal sample memory, sample library functionality and more. Its organ sounds are 3rd gen modeling based on the C-2 tonewheel and transistor organ with new rotary speaker emulation. The piano section includes 500MB of memory, 34 piano samples that feature string resonance, dynamic pedal noise and user-replaceable memory compatible with Nord v5 piano library. The synth features 380MB memory, arpeggiator, 18 voices, extended subtractive with FM synthesis, wavetable and sample playback (nsmp format integrated in synth). Manipulate sounds with a flexible effects section or download new sounds via USB. Also features MIDI over USB, monitor input, MIDI sync/global master clock, and master clock for the LFO, arpeggiator and delay. Compatible with the Nord Sample library and with the Nord Sample Manager software, sample-based programs can be created.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
--- ------- -------
NS2-88 76-key medium-action stage piano/organ/synth CALL
NS2-76 76-key medium-action stage piano/organ/synth CALL
NS2-88 88-key weighted-action stage piano/organ/synth CALL

NORD C2 COMBO ORGAN
A digitally modeled vintage organ with the addition of a baroque pipe organ section. Some features include, 2 x 61-medium-weighted waterfall keys, 20 digitally controlled drawbars (8 presets per program location), percussion controls, 2 bass register drawbars with tonewheel/synth bass/pipe organ bass, 3rd generation ES modeling (91 modeled tonewheels), enhanced click sound, easy to use sound manager, effects and more. Connections include stereo headphone out, 1/4" line level outs L/R, high level outs (11-pin Leslie connector & 1/4"), 1/8" monitor out, 1 in each of a sustain pedal/rotor control/swell pedal 1/4" connectors, MIDI I/O, MIDI Bass pedal in and USB.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
--- ------- -------
C2 Combo organ 2999.00

KURZWEIL

KURZWEIL SP2XSP STAGE PIANO
Features its own custom 20W per channel power amp and speaker system with 3x5” drivers. Capable of 64-note polyphony, it comes with Kurzweil’s effects processing technology and a variety of sounds including pianos, strings, mallets, voices and more. Also features metronome and 64 pre-recorded drumbeats. USB interface allows for OS updates and MIDI performance. Dual effects processors offer reverb, delays, choruses, flangers, shapers, phasers, distortions, and more.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
--- ------- -------
SP2XSP 88-note stage piano, 2x20W stereo sound system 1333.00

KURZWEIL PC3 SERIES PERFORMANCE CONTROLLER
Controllers that deliver 128 voices of quality sound along with a host of powerful, easy-to-use features. They come loaded with the Triple Strike Piano soundset, and feature hundreds of basses, drums, guitars, and synths for any style, and have vintage keyboard emulations, KB3 mode, and over 250 orchestral and string section programs. They also have an unlimited track sequencer with 880pppq (PC3) or 1536ppq resolution (PC3X), 850 factory presets, 2 ROM expansion slots, four 1/4" TRS outputs, 24bit stereo SPDIF output, MIDI in/out/thru, USB terminal (for MIDI transmission only), XD flash card slot, 16 independent arpeggiators, and an effects section derived from the KSP8 processor.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
--- ------- -------
PC3 76-key semi-weighted action keyboard 2295.00
PC3X 88-key fully-weighted hammer-action keyboard 2995.00

KURZWEIL SP2/SP2X STAGE PIANO
The SP2 & SP2X feature hammer-action stage keyboards with velocity-sensitive adjustable keys. They feature the next generation of Kurzweil sound design from their best Triple Strike Grand Piano collection, & a variety of EP’s, strings, pads, mallets, & voices. They are ideal for songwriting as they include 64 pre-recorded drum groove rhythms & an adjustable metronome. Other common features include 64 voice polyphony, 64 factory presets, pitch & mod wheels, 4 front panel knobs, a dual-effects processing section with over 58 reverb, 6 delays, 10 choruses, distortion, & other types of effects. Connections include USB port for OS updates, 2 1/4" TRS analog outputs (24bit DACs), 1/4" headphone output, MIDI in/out/thru ports, dual-switch & continuous control pedal inputs.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
--- ------- -------
SP2 76-key semi-weighted hammer-action stage piano 999.00
SP2X 88-key fully-weighted hammer-action stage piano 1099.00
CC-1 Continuous control pedal 49.00
KFP2S Double piano-style footswitch 59.00

PRO-KEYS-SONO88 88-key weighted-action stage piano/organ/synth CALL

We offer over 700 top brands, low prices and outstanding service.
**ROLAND E-99 INTERACTIVE ARRANGER**
Roland’s E99 is built on the popular E-Series arrangers, available in Black or White. The 61-key E99 features 570 high-quality tones and 70 drum kits. It has built-in interactive musical styles including Western, Middle Eastern, and Asian. The E99 has 84-tone polyphony, 47 Multi-FX (plus reverb and chorus), a 16-track recorder, on-screen settings, onboard speakers, and two headphone jacks. Also features 130 styles, tempo from 20-250, 100 user programs, multiple time signatures, pitch bend/modulation lever, large backlit LCD display, stereo or mono outputs, and transport controls.

**ROLAND C-30 DIGITAL HARPSICHORD**
From solo performance to ensemble playing, the C-30 provides the perfect sound and touch for baroque music. Enjoy the best of both worlds—a new-generation digital harpsichord with authentic sound and touch and excellent playability. Features include 61 keys with “click action” F-scale touch, 4 harpsichord sound-sets, and 2 positive organ sounds, reverb effect, 5 different classical tempi with baroque pitch support, 128-note polyphony, and built-in speakers (2x13W). Because it is digital, the C-30 is unaffected by humidity fluctuations so it stays in tune. Connects include a 1/4” stereo headphone jack, MIDI 1/0, 1/4” (L/Mono, R) and 1/4” (L/Mono, R) jacks, pedal jack, and AC adapter jack.

**ROLAND PRELUDE 61-KEY PORTABLE KEYBOARD**
Offering hundreds of contemporary and ethnic sounds and built-in 2x4” speakers in a stylish, lightweight design. It features a multi-format song player that allows song data to be played directly from USB flash memory in MP3, WAV, AIFF, and MP4 format. It also features 128 polyphonic voices, 256MB waveform memory, 896 tone + 256 (GM2) + World, 16-track sequencer, D Beam, and more. Connectors are output jacks (L/Mono, R), 2 headphone jacks, MIDI I/O, 2 pedal jacks, USB (Type B & A) and supports USB-MIDI transmission. Style Convert and Playlist Editor software is included.

**ROLAND RD SERIES STAGE PIANOS**
These 88-key digital pianos offer 128-voice polyphony, SuperNATURAL® piano sound engines derived from V-Piano modeling technology, audio playback of WAV, AIFF, and MP3 files directly from USB keys, the ability to connect directly to PC via USB and use the included Sonar LE multi-track software. The RD-300NX features a dedicated E-Piano, 78 types of multi-effects, 200 sound sets and 200 rhythm patterns. I/O includes 1) 1/4” stereo phone outs, 1/4” damper and control jacks, 1/4” headphone jack, USB connectors, and MIDI I/O. The RD-700NX adds 17 new pianos from the previous GX model. PA II ivory feel keyboard, 256MB wave memory, 124 types of multi-effects, 150 arpeggiator styles, 3 MIDI outputs, 242 tones, and (2) SX series expansion board slots. The RD-700NX’s SuperNATURAL piano sound engine has 3 grand piano types and 10 types of electric piano sounds. It also features Sound Focus which ensures note and tone clarity, can store 100 Live Sets, 242 tones, 256GB tones, 5 rhythm sets, and 9 GM2 rhythm sets. Balanced XLR outs, 2x MIDI OUT, 1x MIDI IN/THRU can be found on the RD-700NX.

**ROLAND DP990 DIGITAL PIANO**
88-key digital pianos equipped with SuperNATURAL® technology, adding dramatic improvement to velocity response, note decay and key-range behavior, resulting in a smooth, natural, three-dimensional sound. The PHA II keyboard provides a heavier touch in the lower range and a lighter touch in the upper for a more realistic response. The stylish, space-saving cabinet features a unique lid which doubles as a sheet music rest. Other features include expanded soundset with 337 tones, 128 note polyphony, 72 built-in play-along songs, USB drive for adding additional WAV and MIDI files, Twin-Piano function for splitting keyboard operation, dual headphone outputs, continuous detection pedals, 128 voice polyphony, 3-track recorder, volume control, stereo speakers, 1/4” (L/Mono, R) input jacks, 1/4” (L/Mono, R) output jacks and MIDI in/out connectors. The DP990RF-PED adds an Ivory Feel keyboard and polished ebony finish.

**ROLAND V PIANO DIGITAL PIANO**
Featuring a “living” piano core, allowing every note to respond and evolve naturally without requiring samples. No velocity switching, only smooth, natural decay. Choose from vintage grand-piano presets or create a custom blend collection with three hybrid. The 88-note PHA-III Ivory Feel keyboard with Escapement reproduces the real feel of ivory for the natural keys and ebony for the sharps, even the click feel is reproduced. Includes analog XLR and 1/4” outputs, digital output (coaxial), USB memory port, MIDI I/O, and KS-V8 stand.

**ROLAND VR-700 STAGE KEYBOARD**
76-key multi-function keyboard with a simple user interface. The virtual tone wheel organ provides authentic organ sound with a waterfall keyboard that has various essential ensemble sounds, dedicated harmonic bars, rotary-speaker simulation, and amp models. Other features include 128 voice polyphony, WAV/AIFF/MP3/SMP playback function for backing tracks, 51 built-in rhythm patterns for practice and play-along performance, versatile ins/outs (plus XLR outs), and USB.

**ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRO-III-61</td>
<td>61-key, semi-weighted action, piano/organ/synth</td>
<td>1999.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRO-III-73</td>
<td>73-key, semi-weighted action, piano/organ/synth</td>
<td>2199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROLAND C-30</td>
<td>Digital harpsichord, mahogany finish</td>
<td>CALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPC30DPB01</td>
<td>Optional picture board (angel background)</td>
<td>CALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPC30DPB01</td>
<td>Optional decoration panel (stained glass w/ grapes)</td>
<td>CALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPC30DPB02</td>
<td>Optional decoration panel (stained glass)</td>
<td>CALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROLAND PRELUDE</td>
<td>61-key portable keyboard</td>
<td>CALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD-300NX</td>
<td>88-key digital stage piano w/ ivory feel keyboard</td>
<td>CALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD-700NX</td>
<td>88-key digital stage piano w/ PHAII ivory feel keyboard</td>
<td>CALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROLAND DP990</td>
<td>Digital piano, USB, MIDI, ivory feel keyboard, ebony finish</td>
<td>CALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-PIANO</td>
<td>88-key digital piano</td>
<td>CALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD-700NX</td>
<td>88-key digital stage piano w/ PHAII ivory feel keyboard</td>
<td>CALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROLAND RD SERIES STAGE PIANOS</td>
<td>These 88-key digital pianos offer 128-tone polyphony, SuperNATURAL® piano sound engines derived from V-Piano modeling technology, audio playback of WAV, AIFF, and MP3 files directly from USB keys, the ability to connect directly to PC via USB and use the included Sonar LE multi-track software. The RD-300NX features a dedicated E-Piano, 78 types of multi-effects, 200 sound sets and 200 rhythm patterns. I/O includes 1) 1/4” stereo phone outs, 1/4” damper and control jacks, 1/4” headphone jack, USB connectors, and MIDI I/O. The RD-700NX adds 17 new pianos from the previous GX model. PA II ivory feel keyboard, 256MB wave memory, 124 types of multi-effects, 150 arpeggiator styles, 3 MIDI outputs, 242 tones, and (2) SX series expansion board slots. The RD-700NX’s SuperNATURAL piano sound engine has 3 grand piano types and 10 types of electric piano sounds. It also features Sound Focus which ensures note and tone clarity, can store 100 Live Sets, 242 tones, 256GB tones, 5 rhythm sets, and 9 GM2 rhythm sets. Balanced XLR outs, 2x MIDI OUT, 1x MIDI IN/THRU can be found on the RD-700NX.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ROLAND FR-18 DIATONIC V-ACCORDION
The first ever diatonic accordion, the FR-18 features 12 virtual diatonic accordions including 3 user sets, orchestral, brass, and world music instruments, Virtual Tone Wheel organs, and percussion—all of which can be accessed instantly. Includes four user program registrations, 12 tables, a programmable keyboard/bass button layout, and a drum function for manual percussion via bass and chord buttons. User sets allow sounds to be layered and saved as custom layouts. A free downloadable Mac software app allows you to create tablature, which can be accessed on the FR-18 via USB input. Inlay sheets are interchangeable and can be customizable. Comes with set of headphones for silent practicing. Uses AA batteries (sold separately).

YAMAHA P-155 DIGITAL SLAB PIANO
A digital piano with a 4-layer stereo piano sample that delivers wider dynamic range with changes in tone color and volume, plus 88 weighted keys with a graded-hammer effect and damper resonance effect for the acoustic feel. It offers a computer-compatible songwriting tool with USB port for recording directly to a USB storage device or playing standard MIDI files. It has a 2-track sequencer that’s perfect for one-hand practice or layering 2 parts. It also provides a built-in 12W x 2 stereo amplifier, 1/4’ line-level outputs with variable volume control, 17 voices, 128-note polyphony, and 50 songs recorded with the left and right hands on separate tracks.

YAMAHA CP SERIES STAGE PIANOS
The CP33 stage piano has an 88-key hammer-weighted keyboard with authentic touch, 28 voices, AWI tone generation system, 64-note polyphony, pitch bend/mod wheels, USB terminal, and a built-in effects engine that includes chorus, phaser, tremolo, and rotary speaker emulation. The jack section includes MIDI I/O, headphone output, and 1/4” (mono, R) outputs. The CP300 shares the same features as the CP33 but increases capabilities in several areas. The polyphony is increased to 128 voices, a 5-hand master EQ section is added, pedal connections are increased to four, a 16-track sequencer is added, unit has built-in speakers, and has XLR outputs. 3-year parts/labor manufacturer’s warranty.

YAMAHA ARIUS SERIES DIGITAL PIANOS
Get authentic sound, graded hammer technology for a natural touch, and expressive control with this series. These are spinets, no stand required! The 3-level AWM (Advanced Wave Memory) Dynamic Stereo Sampling Voices deliver remarkably authentic sound. The YDP-141 offers 64-note polyphony, half-pedal control, song recorder, metronome, and 50 preset songs. Both the YDP-161 and YDP-181 have 128-note polyphony and damper resonance and the YDP-161 adds USB connection for storing and playing music. The 64-note YDP-V240 offers a DSP (Digital Signal Processor) in which 237 types of DSP effects can be added to the Main & Dual Voices. It also has an Easy Song Arranger feature (change style of a song’s default style), Performance Assistant Technology (for a perfect performance every time), a music database, and USB 2.0 to device/host.

YAMAHA FR1BW .......................................................... FR1W .......................................................... FR1W .......................................................... P155 .... 88-key digital piano, USB, built-in stereo amp, select finish (black w/ebony wood trim, black w/mahogany wood trim, or silver w/cherry wood trim) .......................................................... CALL

ROCKIN'!!!
Our Sales Pros will provide you with the solutions you need.

Honesty and Value since 1971
Take Your Playing to a SuperNATURAL® Level

MULTISAMPLING
SuperNATURAL Piano combines 88-key multisampling with Roland’s revolutionary V-Piano® technology, creating an incredibly accurate reproduction of a fine acoustic grand.

Because a basic sound issued by multiple keys, Some keys share the same ring and decay.

NATURAL DECAY
SuperNATURAL Piano provides pleasing and natural note decay, even with variations in damper pedal use.

ORGANIC TOUCH CHANGES
With SuperNATURAL Piano, every key generates smooth and organic sound throughout the entire playing range, from pianissimo to forte.

Call a Sales Pro Today! 800-356-5844
Or Visit FullCompass.com
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Yamaha YDP-S31 Digital Piano

Honesty and Value since 1971

Shop anytime. Buy online. fullcompass.com